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ABSTRACT
Logo detection is an important task in the intellectual property
protection in e-commerce. In the paper, we introduce our solution
for the ACM MM2021 Robust Logo Detection Grand Challenge. The
competition requires the detection of logos (515 categories) in e-
commerce images, which has challenges such as long-tail distri-
bution, small objects, and different types of noises. To overcome
these challenges, we built a highly optimized and robust detec-
tor. We first tested many effective techniques for general object
detection and then focused on data augmentation. We found that
data augmentation was effective in improving the performance
and robustness of logo detection. Based on the combination of
these techniques, we achieved rank of 5/36489 in the competition.
We achievedAPs of 64.6% and 61.3% on the clean and noisy datasets
respectively, which were improved by 8.1% and 19.5% relative to
the official baseline.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→ Object detection.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Logo detection is often required in intellectual property protection,
especially in the field of e-commerce. It is a task of object detection
in an specific area, which requires the location and recognition of
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logos. Through the detection of the logo, it is possible to distin-
guish whether the product is genuine or counterfeit. To advance
the development of algorithms on this task, Alibaba proposed the
Open Brands dataset [11], which is currently the largest logo de-
tection dataset and contains product images and annotations from
e-commerce platforms such as Taobao and Tmall.

The Open Brands dataset was used inACMMM2021 Robust Logo
Detection Grand Challenge. The competition was divided into two
rounds. The preliminary round used clean images as the test set,
while the final round used noisy images (Figure. 1).The same 584,920
images containing 1,303,563 instances were used as the training
set in both rounds. Compared with the general object detection
datasets such as MS COCO [14], the Open Brands dataset has the
following challenges:

Noise The test set in the final round contains different kinds
of noises such as corruptions [10], Fourier domain adaption
(FDA) [25], style transfer [6] and adversarial noise [21] (see
the 2nd row of Figure 1).

Long-tail distribution Thenumber of instances in nearly half
of the categories accounts for less than 1/1000, which is se-
riously unbalanced (Figure 2).

Small objects The average size of the logos is less than 1% of
the image size. 94.5% of the logos have a size smaller than
4% of the image.

Large scale dataset The training set contains 585k images,
which is about 5 times of theMS COCO dataset and requires
much longer training time.

We ranked the fifth among 36489 teams in the competition. Code
is available at https://github.com/tinyalpha/MM2021-Robust-Logo-
Detection.

2 METHOD
The complete training set requires a lot of training time (e.g. 4 days
for training a standard Faster R-CNN [16] with ResNet-50 [9] back-
bone and 24 epochs schedule on 8× 2080Ti GPU). There is no val-
idation set. For quick verification, we randomly sampled a mini
training set and a mini validation set (denoted by mini-train and
mini-val respectively) from the training set. The mini-train and
mini-val had 117k and 24k images respectively. Based on these
sampled datasets, we tried the following techniques.

2.1 Techniques for Enhancing Backbone
We first investigated some techniques that had been proven ef-
fective in general object detection including Group Normalization
[24], Weight Standardization [15], Label Smoothing [20] and GIoU
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Figure 1: Examples of the Open Brands dataset.The first row demonstrates the training examples, with annotations on the top
right. The second row demonstrates the testing examples in the final round of the competition, corrupted by different types
of noises.
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Figure 2: Number of instances of each category.

Loss [17]. Besides, some other time-consuming techniques such
as Cascade R-CNN [3], ResNeSt [27] and longer training schedule
were also tried. These technologies were mainly used to enhance
the backbone network. In most cases, we investigated these tech-
niques individually.

2.2 Category Balance
In order to alleviate the long tail problem, we tried Seesaw Loss
[23], BAGS [13] and EQLv2 [22] to balance the classifier, and RFS
[8] to increase the probability of rare categories. Due to the class
imbalance nature of the Open Brands dataset, rare categories were
severely undertrained with vanilla cross-entropy loss. The reason
was that the gradients of the rare categories was overwhelmed by
the gradient of frequent categories. BAGS reduced the competition
between rare and frequent categories by dividing categories into
disjoint groups. EQLv2 and Seesaw Loss reweighted the gradients
to balance the positive and negative sample gradients of each cat-
egory. RFS resampled images containing rare categories.

The above balancing techniques were mainly developed based
on the LVIS dataset [8]. We adjusted some hyper-parameters based

Figure 3: Examples of MixUp, CutOut, and our box-based
CopyPaste. MixUp mixed two images. CutOut randomly
added black rectangles. CopyPaste randomly pasted logos
from another image.
on the differences between the LVIS and Open Brands datasets —
we set the threshold of RFS to 0.002 and changed the grouping of
BAGS so that the number of categories in each group is similar.

2.3 Test Time Augmentation
We used multi-scale test with flip and soft-nms[1] to further im-
prove the performance. Multi-scale test were only used for multi-
scale trained model, and the scales were selected from the range of
training.

2.4 Data Augmentation for Clean Images
In addition to the commonly used multi-scale training and random
horizontal flipping, we also tried MixUp [26], CopyPaste [7], and
CutOut [5]. This was motivated by observing that most of the im-
ages contained only one or two instances. Therefore, there were
few positive samples in each image, which slowed down the con-
vergence of the model. By introducing more instances implicitly or
explicitly, MixUp and CopyPaste alleviated this problem (Figure 3).

However, the original CopyPaste data augmentation does not
apply to the Open Brands dataset, because the mask annotations



are unavailable. Here we describe our box-based modification. For
each image (denoted by 𝐼𝐴), during CopyPaste, we randomly select
another image 𝐼𝐵 from the training set. The set of bounding boxes
𝐵 = {(𝑥𝑖1, 𝑦

𝑖
1, 𝑥

𝑖
2, 𝑦

𝑖
2)}

𝑛
𝑖=1 in the image 𝐼𝐵 first expands randomly in

both up, down, left, and right directions. (𝑥𝑖1, 𝑦
𝑖
1) and (𝑥𝑖2, 𝑦

𝑖
2) are

the coordinates of the upper left and lower right corners of the box.
The expanded bounding boxes set is

𝐵′ = {(𝑥𝑖1 − 𝑙𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖1 − 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖2 + 𝑟
𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖2 + 𝑏

𝑖 )}𝑛𝑖=1
where 𝑙, 𝑡, 𝑟 and 𝑏 are uniformly sampled between 0 and L. In our
experiments 𝐿 = 15. Finally, we crop patches from image 𝐼𝐵 ac-
cording to 𝐵′ and paste them to image 𝐼𝐴 . The random expansion
is to prevent the detector from overfitting because the box-based
cropping will leave apparent boundaries.

When implementingCopyPaste, we used data augmentation such
as random scaling for image 𝐼𝐵 and repeated the pipeline for image
𝐼𝐴 several times.

2.5 Data Augmentation for Noisy Images
In the final round of competition, all models were tested on a noisy
test set for benchmarking robustness. We mainly improved the ro-
bustness of our model through data augmentation. Specifically, we
used the following data augmentation methods:

Corruptions Image corruptions [10] included 15 different types
of noise, such as Gaussian Noise, Motion Blur, and Bright-
ness. They originally served as a tool to evaluate the robust-
ness, but we used them as data augmentation. In addition
to these standard corruptions, we also used spatter [12] and
some color transformations [2].

FDA We used FDA [25] to enhance the model’s robustness to
frequency domain interference. Similar to CopyPaste, we
randomly selected an image from the training set as the
FDA’s target image.

Style Transfer Style transfer [6]was used to reduce themodel’s
preference for texture features. Since the competition did
not allow to use extra data, we used the optimization-based
style transfer method [6] and randomly selected style im-
ages from the training set.The gradientwas calculated based
on ImageNet [18] pre-trained VGG-19 [19].

3 EXPERIMENTS
We conducted ablation studies on the sampled mini-train and
mini-val set to verify the above techniques, and applied the use-
ful ones on the entire training set to report the test set perfor-
mance. For ablation studies, Faster R-CNN with ResNet-50 back-
bone trained for 12 epochs was chosen as our baseline. Our code
was based on the mmdetection[4] code base. Unless otherwise spec-
ified, all parameters followed their default settings.

3.1 Techniques for Enhancing Backbone
Table 1 shows the results of the experiment. Techniques such as
GroupNormalization (GN),Weight Standardization (WS), Cascade,
ResNeSt, and a long training schedule (2x) helped improve the per-
formance. Label Smoothing (LS), GIoU Loss had a negative influ-
ence. Therefore, they were not used in subsequent experiments.

3.2 Category Balance
We studied the effect of category balance techniques such as RFS,
Seesaw Loss, BAGS, and EQLv2.We found that they only improved
the performance when used alone. For example, RFS and EQLv2
brought improvements of 5.8% and 2.1% in AP respectively, but
brought improvement of 5.4% when used together. We attributed
this to the difference of distributions between the LVIS and Open
Brands datasets.

3.3 Test Time Augmentation
We studied the impact of the scales (i.e. short side of the image)
in multi-scale test. The results were shown in Table 2. In this ex-
periment, we used a different baseline that integrated some data
augmentation techniques. These data augmentations covered the
scales in the table. From the table, the improvement of APval corre-
lated positivelywith the number of scales. Inference time increased
rapidly with the number of scales. Therefore, our final model used
a configuration of 7 scales.

3.4 Data Augmentation for Clean Images
We studied the effect of data augmentation techniques including
MixUp, CutOut and box-based CopyPaste. We noticed that when
data augmentation was used, the model took more time to con-
verge. Therefore, in this experiment, we used a 2x training sched-
ule (i.e. 24 epochs) for all models. The results were shown in Ta-
ble 3. All three data augmentation methods brought significant im-
provements. It was worth mentioning that our modified box-based
CopyPaste further improved AP by 2.5% on the basis of MixUp aug-
mentation.

3.5 Data Augmentation for Noisy Images
To ensure the convergence of the model, we used the same 2x
schedule baseline as in the experiment described in Section 3.4.
However, for evaluating robustness, our mini-val setwas no longer
applicable because it only contained clean images. Therefore, we
still trained the model on the mini-train set but reported the re-
sults on the noisy test set (denoted by testB). This test set was the
official test set, which is described in Section 4.

The results are shown in Table 4.These data augmentationmeth-
ods all improved the performance of the model on testB. When
combined together, these data augmentation methods improved

Table 1: Effects of techniques for enhancing backbone.

GN WS LS GIoU Cascade S50 RFS 2x APval
49.9

✓ ✓ 51.6
✓ 49.4

✓ 49.2
✓ 55.1
✓ ✓ 57.2

✓ 55.7
✓ ✓ 56.4



Table 2: Effects of multi-scale test.

scales APval
60.8

640, 800, 960 62.1
640, 720, 800, 960, 1120 62.3

480, 560, 640, 720, 800, 960, 1120 63.0
420, 530, 640, 720, 800, 920, 1040, 1160, 1280 63.2

Table 3: Effects of data augmentation for clean images.

MixUp CutOut CopyPaste AP𝑣𝑎𝑙
53.6

✓ 54.7
✓ 53.9

✓ ✓ 57.2

Table 4: Effects of data augmentation for noisy images.

FDA Corruptions Style Transfer APtestB
34.92

✓ 37.95
✓ 39.93

✓ ✓ ✓ 42.53

APtestB by 7.6%, while only increased APval by 1.1%. Clearly, they
significantly improved the robustness of the model.

4 FINAL RESULTS
The competition had two rounds. We term the test set used in the
preliminary round as testA, and the test set used in the final round
as testB.The former is a set of clean imageswith the same distribu-
tion as the training set.The latter contains different kinds of noises
as shown in the 2nd row of Figure 1. In this experiment, we applied
the techniques verified on the mini-train to the entire training
set and reported the results on testA and testB respectively. The
results on testA and testB were returned from the competition
organizer.

Table 5: FinalResults on testA. * indicates training 20 epochs
on the trainR.

TTA RFS Cascade S101 MST DataAug APtestA
56.50

✓ 56.82
✓ ✓ 61.52
✓ ✓ ✓ 63.62
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 63.86
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 64.50

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 64.64∗

Table 6: FinalResults on testB. * indicates training 20 epochs
on the trainR. † indicates the techniques used in the pre-
liminary round, including TTA, RFS, Cascade, MST, and
DataAug.

Preliminary† GN + WS RobustAug LongerSchedule APtestB
41.80

✓ 51.75∗
✓ ✓ 56.01
✓ ✓ ✓ 59.94
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 61.26

We used Faster R-CNN with ResNet-101 backbone as the base-
line. The baseline was trained on the full training set, denoted by
trainF, for 24 epochs (2x schedule). To reduce the training over-
head, we also built a training set with only 60% of the images, de-
noted by trainR. The trainR was obtained by only downsampled
the images belonging to the most frequent categories. Some of the
models in this section were trained on the trainR and the perfor-
mance usually differed from trained on the trainF by less than 1%
AP.

4.1 Preliminary Round
Table 5 shows the results of the preliminary round. TTA in the ta-
ble means soft-nms and flip augmentations. DataAug means gen-
eral data augmentation, i.e. MixUp, CopyPaste and CutOut. Copy-
Paste repeated three times, and its probability of selecting images
aligned with the RFS. Although we did not use all the techniques
due to time constraint, the finalmodel still achieved anAP of 64.54%,
which was 8.14% higher than the baseline.

4.2 Final Round
The results of the final round are shown in Table 6. The models in
rows 2 and 3were both trained on the trainR, while the other ones
were trained on the trainF. We added GN, WS, RobustAug and
LongerSchedule to our best model of preliminary round. Among
them, RobustAug means data augmentations for robustness (i.e.
Corruptions, FDA, and Style Transfer). The LongerSchedule indi-
cates an extension of 7 epochs based on the 2x training schedule. In
addition, for TTA, we added a 7-scale multi-scale test. With strong
data and test time augmentation, our model achieved AP of 56.01%
(+12.21% AP compared with the baseline).

5 CONCLUSION
In thiswork, we built a highly optimized and robust detector through
data augmentation and other techniques.We achievedAPs of 64.64%
and 56.01% on the testA and testB sets respectively, and ranked
the fifth among 36489 teams. We hope that our work can promote
the protection of intellectual property rights in e-commerce.
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